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Welcome greeting 

Dear delegates, 

It is an honor for our directive chair to give you a warm greeting into the XVI 
GCBMUN project. For starters we would like to thank the delegates present for being 
a part of this committee and help us to start this academic process and let us be part 
of yours.   

With this letter we want to leave certain points clear for the development of the 
committee. First of all, in the UN you are taking the role of a different person, with 
different ideologies and convictions; we want that everything that you are going to 
represent in this project is done with responsibility and in a very serious way, this is 
for us to measure at full depth your capabilities. The UN protocols are very serious 
and demanding but our purpose is for you to have a very fulfilling experience that 
not only nourish you academically but also as a person. For us it is very important 
that you develop an objective and a critic point of view, where all of your knowledge 
of the world’s reality maintains itself without tampering from the media, resulting in a 
fresh perception of the reality that we live in. 

What’s the guide for? Basically, this guide is in order to provide a context of each 
subject. We want to state clearly that this is for the solely purpose of providing you 
with guidance, we expect that your research process is much more extensive that 
what it is given here. We also want for you to deepen the information of your country 
in relation with the topic stated in the committee. We as the chairs expect that you 
possess an excellent knowledge of the topics and of the situation of your countries, 
also a great number of solutions and proposals to ensure the correct flow of the 
debate. Please also know that we are here to help you in anything you need, if you 
have any questions, do not doubt to ask us or send an email, through our institutional 
mails.   

In conclusion we want for you to have a wide knowledge and a more creative way of 
thinking. We invite you to continue to attend UN projects in an active way given that 
is a conduct for you to learn about worldwide issues. This committee wants for you 
to develop an awareness towards human rights guaranteeing a fairer and more 
equal future. 

Sincerely, 

 

Juan Diego Hernández, President    Carla Castro, Co-president. 

 

 



GUIDELINES 

1. Evidence knowledge, and clarity of both topics during both debates, also in the 
development of the written work.  

2. The delegates must use all of the protocols properly and parliamentary 
language when speaking.  

3. Demonstrate a critique thinking and objective during the development of the 
topics of the committee. 

4. Provide with objective and logical solutions where we can achieve a consensus 
between all countries involved. 

5. Uphold a pertinent solution towards the country and the UN model.  

 

TOPIC 1: LGBT+ CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN CHECHNYA  

Academic context  

A concentration camp in the middle of the XXI century is a phenomenon that violates 
multiple fundamental human rights, amongst them there are; the right to life, the right 
to be seen equal before the law, the right to be treated without cruelty and also the 
right of freedom of speech and opinion. This is why the LGBT concentration camps 
is extremely worrying for the Human Rights Council3; Given that the LGBT+2 
community is receiving unjust treatment due to the nature of their condition. 

Background 

In 2018, in Chechnya, Russian LGBT+ population are 
being captured, tortured and beaten in savage ways, 
this has been confirmed by multiple sources such as 
amnesty international which has received testimonies 
of people living in an atmosphere of fear and terror 
that forces them to leave the country. All of the 
republic is being currently affected there has been 
cases of family rejecting their own kids, due to fear of 
retaliation from the government. There are also extreme cases such as the one 
explained in this claim. ‘It is difficult to overstate just how vulnerable LGBT+ people 
are in Chechnya, where homophobia4 is intense and rampant”. LGBT+ people are 
in danger not only of persecution by the authorities but also of falling victim to “honour 
killings” by their own relatives for tarnishing family honour.’ These types of behaviors 
are a constant reality throughout Chechnya. 

Chechen society is strictly conservative, meaning that unlike other cases where 
relatives or rights activists may put pressure on authorities when a homosexual 
relative disappears, those suspected are likely to be disowned by their own families. 
According to the New York Times, gay men on the region have been deleting their 
social media profiles after it was reported authorities tried to lure gay men into dates 



and arrested them. The reports from Russia claim those 
arrested range from just 15 to 50. The Russian society itself 
has a very strict justice system that’s why the origin of the 
problem is the law system itself. In 2013 Russia banned “gay 
propaganda” among minors, which sparked global outrage. 
Moscow and St Petersburg have vibrant gay scenes, 
however, and an LGBT rights organization in the latter city 
has set up an anonymous hotline for gay people in Chechnya 
to get help if they want to escape. 

Important Data 

For the Chechnya’s government LGBT+ population doesn’t exist resulting in 
complete denial of any rights violations towards this minority. Over 100 hundred 
people have been considered allegedly gay and have been detained, tortured and 
murdered, this data has been collected by multiple journalists and activists trying to 
inform the situation of the Russian republic.  

The ages of the captured people revolve around 16-50 years old; these people 
receive the same type of treatment mentioned before: tortured, beaten and 
murdered, or given back to the family for them to commit “killings of honor”5. The 
most worrying part is that the whole ideology of the Russian population has a 
rejection for the LGBT community. 

Glossary  

1. Concentration camp: a place in which large 
numbers of people, especially political prisoners or 
members of persecuted minorities, are deliberately 
imprisoned in a relatively small area with 
inadequate facilities, sometimes to provide forced 
labour or to await mass execution. 

2. LGBT+: abbreviation for lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
and transgender. 

3. Human Rights Council: The Human Rights Council is an inter-governmental 

body within the United Nations system responsible for strengthening the 
promotion and protection of human rights around the globe and for addressing 
situations of human rights violations and make recommendations on them. 

4. Homophobia: irrational fear of aversion to or discrimination against 
homosexuality or homosexuals. 

5. Honor Killings: most often, the murder of a woman or girl by male family 
members. The killers justify their actions by claiming that the victim has brought 
dishonor upon the family name or prestige. 

6. Kremlin: the executive branch of the government of Russia or of the Soviet 
Union, especially in regard to its foreign affairs. 



TOPIC 2: VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

Academic context 

The United Nations defines violence against 
women as "any act of gender-based violence that 
results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual, 
or mental harm or suffering to women, including 
threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary 
deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public 
or in private life. Almost one third (30%) of all 
women who have been in a relationship have 
experienced physical and/or sexual violence by 
their intimate partner. This worldwide problematic 
is worrying because of the constant violation of 
female rights, not only in middle west countries 
but worldwide. 

Factors associated with intimate 
partner and sexual violence occur at 
individual, family, community and 
wider society levels. Some are 
associated with being a perpetrator5 of 
violence, some are associated with 
experiencing violence and some are 
associated with both. Risk factors for 
both intimate partner and sexual 
violence include lower levels of 

education (perpetration of sexual violence and experience of sexual violence); a 
history of exposure to child maltreatment (perpetration and experience); witnessing 
family violence (perpetration and experience). These factors can cause in different 
health issues that could affect seriously the lives of the women, some issues are: 

 Unintended pregnancies. 

 Gynaecological problems. 

 Sexually transmitted infection, including HIV2. 

 Depression. 

 Post-traumatic stress. 

Stopping gender-motivated killings requires a multifaceted approach including legal, 
administrative, policy and other measures to address the social, political, economic, 
cultural and other factors that perpetuate discrimination and violence. Terms such 
as femicide and feminicide3, among others, have been used to describe these types 
of killings. The most obvious examples of gender-related killings include, amongst 
others rape-murder, crimes committed in the name of so-called honor and deaths 
arising from harmful practices or neglect. The Special Rapporteur on violence 



against women has reported that their prevalence is increasing and a lack of 
accountability for these crimes is the norm. The Special Rapporteur has explained 
that these incidents are not isolated but represent the ultimate act experienced in a 
continuum of violence by women living under conditions of gender-based 
discrimination. 

The international community have joined efforts to 
eradicate this problematic specifically in the middle 
west countries given that the problem is concentrated 
there 37% of Arab women have experienced some 
form of violence in their lifetime. There are indicators 
that the percentage might be higher.  

Nearly 4 in every 10 of all women victims of homicide worldwide are killed by intimate 
partners, also 133 million women alive today have experienced Female Genital 
Mutilation4. In Egypt, 92% of women and girls between 15 and 49 years of age have 
experienced Female Genital Mutilation. Recent data shows progress with Female 
Genital Mutilation reaching 61% in girls between 15 and 17 years of age down from 
74% in 2008. All of this numbers are worrying because the problem is increasing 
instead of diminishing so something has to be done about it.  

Glossary: 

1. Unintended pregnancy: it is a pregnancy that it is not planned. 
2. HIV: HIV stands for human immunodeficiency virus. It is the virus that can 

lead to acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, or AIDS, if not treated. Unlike 
some other viruses, the human body can’t get rid of HIV completely, even with 
treatment. So, once you get HIV, you have it for life. 

3. Feminicide: Femicide is generally defined as the murder of women because 
they are women, though some definitions include any murders of women or 
girls. 

4. Female ablation: the practice, traditional in some cultures, of partially or 
totally removing the external genitalia of girls and young women for non-
medical reasons. It is illegal in many countries. 

5. Perpetrator: someone who has committed a crime or a violent or harmful act. 
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